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of holding pupils longer in school and increasing the effi-
ciency of the public school system.
SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER
Pestalozzi was the first prominent educator to develop the negative
naturalism of Rousseau into positive reforms.
He desired to elevate the peasantry about him, and, failing in
other expedients, undertook to accomplish this through a combination
of industrial and intellectual training at Neuhof. This training he
continued at Stanz, and began the development of his observational
methods. In his work at Burgdorf, he was forced to suspend his
industrial training, but he further developed his "A B C of observa-
tion," and at Yverdon this method reached its culmination.
Like Rousseau, Pestalozzi conceived of education as a natural
development of innate powers, and he extended its application to all
children. In his method he held that clear ideas could be formed
only by means of sense perceptions, and he undertook to analyze each
subject into its simplest elements and develop it by graded exercises.
While not original, practical, or scientific, Pestalozzi made educa-
tion the remedy for corruption in society, and started modern methods
in the elementary studies. Pestalozzian schools and methods spread
rapidly through Europe and the United States.
The attempt to combine industrial training with intellectual, which
Pestalozzi had to give up, was continued by his friend, FeUenberg,
in his institutions at Hofwyl. Similar training was developed through-
out Europe. In the United States it stimulated the "manual labor"
movement, and was later utilized as a solution for racial and other
peculiar problems in education.
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